Really Stupid Shitty Bullshit.

Satsangs

A Logical Look at the teachings of
Mr. GSD

Take a look at Q & A sessions by Mr. GSD. Takeoff your religious glasses
and for one moment, let’s see if his RS agenda makes any sense to a normal person.

Question: I have maniac depression and I was denied initiation by my Rep. Is
this because of my medication?
Mr.  GSD’s  answer:      I  don’t  agree  with  that!  There  must  have  been  another  hitch.    Let’s  just  

get  rid  of  the  reps!    (Joke  and  applause….  On  to  the  next  question)
Jokes definitely have there place and can lighten up the mood of a serious discussion, however,  after  GSD  makes  a  joke….  He  just…  moves  on?      Seriously?    What  about  this  satsangi’  
question?      Getting  initiated  is  the  ONLY  thing  that  will  prevent  you  from  going  to  hell,  it’s  
the  ONLY  thing  this  entire  religion  is  based  on…  and  when  someone  is  being  rejected  for  ini-
tiation and trying to find a solution for getting a place in heaven, GSD makes a joke and
moves on? Is that all GSD is capable of? Where is the answer to this very real question?
How will this satsangi ever get initiated if the Big Cheese himself is not answering it? I
guess  he’s  just  going  to  burn  in  hell,  and  GSD  will  get  richer  and  richer  because  this  guy  will  
donate as much money and seva (Free labor) as possible in order to hopefully get into
heaven for good behavior.
Question: I am a seeker and I am frustrated that I cannot meditate.
Mr.  GSD’s  answer:      We both share the same frustration. You are frustrated you CANNOT
meditate and I am frustrated that the sangat does NOT meditate.
Excuse  me  GSD.  Who  said  that  the  Initiates  don’t  meditate?    They  try  ALL  THE  FUCKING  
TIME.    That’s  why  they  paid  hundreds  of  dollars  to  travel  to  your  satsang…  in  the  hopes  that  
you will give them some advice, some reassurance and some hope to their frustrated hearts.
And all you know how to do is to accuse the initiates of not meditating like they are stupid
disobedient ill behaved children? Make them feel bad for all the effort they ARE putting in?
Let  me  get  this  straight:      You  don’t  give  ANY  helpful  advice,  you  scold  a  bunch  of  intelligent,  
big  hearted  effort  making  adults  and  then  you  end  the  conversation?          Wow.      You’re  such  a  
Gem GSD.. Just a gem.
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Question: Master, is initiation enough to achieve salvation?
Mr.  GSD’s  answer:      Initiation is like a bulldozer. If you do your meditation you will go along with it. But if you
do not, still you will be dragged along. This will cause you more pain and suffering. Initiation is just not enough. Action is important!
Clap. Clap. Clap. Clap. Bulldozer. Drag. Pain. Suffering. GSD is really painting a picture of an
all loving and all forgiving God that he claims to represent. And THIS ladies and gentlemen is why
RS people are terrified to LEAVE RS. If you try to use your brains and intelligence you will be BULLDOZED by the angry God and struck down!!! So everyone meekly bows there head, empties there
pockets  and  continues  to  follow  GSD….  Because…  what  if  he’s  right?        GSD…  hate  to  break  it  to  you  
but you sound like an abusive alcoholic father.

Question: Babaji if we stop killing animals, what will happen to the world?
Mr.  GSD’s  answer:      If you have no right to give a life, you have no right to take a life.

Did you SERIOUSLY just take away the privilege and pride of women around the world by
saying they they have no process, role or hand in CREATING LIFE. This single sentence
completely discredits all of your intelligence and makes you look like an uneducated -douche
-bag- moron.

Question: Babaji in the West people are so corrupt and yet they are economically
advanced and are happier.
Mr.  GSD’s  answer:      They may be economically advanced but not spiritually advanced.

This answer is particularly hilarious to me, because once again he comes off like an uneducated
hick. Way to make one gigantic assumption about an entire nation. Way to insult every single one
of your American initiates. Way to be a complete racist. Way to show your faith in humanity. Seriously where did they find this guy? Did he even study the cliff notes on how to create a cult and
fool  people?    By  the  way  GSD….  You’re  extremely  deluded  to  think  that  people  in  India  are  spiritu-
ally  advanced.    Haven’t  seen  a  more  greedy  and  corrupt  nation  in  my  life.    

